SP 909 From Mars - About

WAV

Naming Conventions:

BD A SP 909 01


________________________________________________________


BD = Drum Voice Name

A = Version of same drum voice.  For the SP 909 we sampled multiple Bass Drums, Snares, and Hi Hats, with varying settings (attack, decay, snappy, tone) on the 909 itself.

SP 909 = Product Name

01 = Pitch. The SP 1200 produces 16 pitches of each sample.  Sample 09 within each voice is the un-pitched sample from the TR-909.




Additional Info:

All samples were first recorded into the SP1200 and trimmed.  Then, all 16 pitches of each voice was recorded through an API 1608 into an Apogee Symphony and Pro Tools.

The Bass Drums were sampled using the SP 1200’s analog dynamic LP filter available on outputs 1 and 2.

There are 4 versions of the 909 Bass Drum (A,B,C,D), each with different settings for Tune, Attack and Decay.

4 versions of the 909 Snare Drum (A,B,C,D), each with different settings for Tone and Snappy.

2 versions of both the Closed and Open Hi Hats, each with different Decay settings.



Individual Hits:

Contains all SP 909 samples

Group normalization per drum voice has been applied to balance the volumes between drum hits - to balance the Hi Hats to the Bass Drum, for instance. The relative volume of each group of 16 pitches for any given drum voice (Bass Drum A, etc) has been preserved. 



Kits:

These are 16 hit kits, created from the Individual Hits samples
These samples also exist in the Individual Hits folder, but the volume has been fine tuned here so they play well together. 


Ableton:

This session was built with Ableton 9, so that it works for Ableton 9 and Ableton 10 users. If you are an Ableton 10 user, you may need to click the small “upgrade” for certain devices if you wish to edit them further. 

SP 909 From Mars Rack:
SP Tune: This macro switches between the tuned SP 1200 samples for any given voice, effectively allowing you to control the pitch of the SP 1200 without implementing any digital Ableton tuning. 
Cutoff: Ableton’s low pass filter cutoff frequency. A slight envelope modulation has been applied for punchiness. This is great for “cleaning up” the noise on samples (that is, if you desire it!). 
Decay: Ableton’s decay time, so you can shorten your sample if desired. 
Tune: Ableton’s digital transpose. In combination with SP Tune you can access a very wide range of tunings and nail a desired pitch.
Saturate: A combination of Ableton’s saturation and utility gain reduction.
Comp: Ableton’s compressor, set to a high ration and mixed in parallel.
FX: Various Ableton FX, namely Reverbs and Delays.
Volume: Ableton Simpler’s volume for each drum rack pad.

Grooves:

8 groove templates, created from the SP 1200’s sequencer including swing values and triplets. .AGR can be used in Ableton and Midi can be used in many DAWs. See “Installation Docs” for more info. 

Kontakt, Logic, Reason, SFZ:

Contain all Individual Hit Instruments

Contain all (8) 16x Hit Kits

Battery & Maschine:

Contain all (8) 16x Hit Kits (does not include Individual Hits patches)


MPC 1000 & 2500:

	•	Contains 16 bit versions of all (8) 16x Hit Kits, with renamed .WAV files to accommodate the 16 character limit. Separated into 2 .PGM drum programs (does not include additional samples from the Individual Hits folder)


MPC Live & MPC X:

   •	Contains 24 bit versions of all (8) 16 Hit Kits, separated into 2 .XPM drum programs.  See “Installation Docs” for more info. 


